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Move to advanced test automation techniques using 
Python scripts

Test automation engineers classically automate tests using shell scripts and homegrown tools. Today, 
test teams can more easily and robustly automate their test plans using Python. This paper covers 
three programming language integration topics, so you can take your first steps into the world of 
automated testing.

1. Understanding Python strengths

2. Python programming challenges

3. Testing using Python

Introduction to Python
Developing a successful test plan depends on identifying the right automation tools for the project. 
These tools are critical for timely and efficient electronic product development.

Test automation improves efficiency in three ways. First, automation replaces manual human 
repetition, resulting in fewer opportunities for error. Second, automation accelerates sequential testing 
by automatically switching through an entire battery of tests. This is far more efficient than manual 
testing. Finally, automated data capture and consistent execution increase accuracy.

Python is a powerful tool for writing scripts that can be used to automate testing. Python is a runtime 
language, easy to learn, but lacking the robust GUI and driver development support needed for full 
test automation. Combining Python with other programming languages, such as C# and .NET, gives 
test automation engineers the best of both worlds.
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Powerful Python tools and libraries:

• Pytest: An extremely versatile testing framework for Python

• NumPy: A library providing multi-dimensional arrays and many high-level math 
functions

• SciPy: A library to extend the capabilities of NumPy with many algorithms included

• Mathplotlib: A library for numerical plotting and useful data analytics tools

• Pythonnet: Package for integration between Python and the .NET CLR

Python strengths

Test engineers should evaluate the strengths of a programming language before selecting one for 
automation. They must consider scalability, ease of development, popularity in an ecosystem, which 
affects the variety of third party resources and libraries available.

Python offers all these attributes and has the added benefit of being free and open source. Anyone 
can download Python and quickly begin developing and distributing Python code. In contrast, a 
developer might spend days or weeks acquiring compilers and libararies for enterprise development 
environments such as Visual Studio.

The Python open source community offers an extensive collection of libraries to help a test engineer 
begin automating tests. Easily accessible community resources are available to help solve common 
challenges. Python is a runtime language, so no compiler is necessary, pushing it into the scripting 
language category. It can run on all devices that have a Python interpreter installed. Python has 
superb cross-platform support thanks to its extensive use in the open source community.

In contrast to more complex languages, Python has a very quick learning curve.  Engineers that don’t 
have extensive coding experience can quickly learn Python, thanks to its minimal syntax and human 
readability. Figure 1 shows a typical beginner program Hello World, coded in both C# and Python.
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Python’s simplistic style has advantages for test automation. Test steps are linear in nature, 
executed one at a time, and in sequential order. The simple, readable Python environment is ideal 
for developing linear test scripts. Veteran test engineers familiar with scripting can quickly learn 
Python’s syntax. New college graduates entering the workforce are more likely to be familiar with 
Python code than C++ or C#. Demand for Python codes is growing. According to indeed.com, job 
postings for Python experience numbered an estimated 46,000 in 2018, as compared to C++ and C# 
with 31,000 and 27,000, respectively. 1

Advantages of Python for test engineering

1. Free, open source

2. Easy to learn

3. Extensive libraries

4. Integrates well with other languages

Figure 1. A beginner program, Hello World!, coded in both C# and Python
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As shown in Figure 2, Python jumped from the least common language in 2012, to the most popular, 
surpassing JavaScript in 2017. Stack Overflow has dubbed Python the “fastest-growing major 
programming language in the world.” 2

Figure 2. Python growth over time, according to Stack Overflow
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Computations Made Easy
Despite its apparent simplicity, Python is extremely powerful. It has a rich collection of packages 
specifically designed for test creation. Pytest, for example, is a versatile testing tool that is adaptable 
for a wide variety of testing frameworks. These packages save test engineers time, reduce errors, and 
simplify the computational code that must be developed for a series of tests.

Engineers familiar with MATLAB will appreciate Python’s numerical analysis features.  Unlike MATLAB, 
Python is open source, free, and functions as a programming language. All the MATLAB features 
engineers are familiar with are executable in Python, giving engineers access to a wide range of 
computations and algorithms out of the box.

Python easily interfaces with computation libraries such as NumPy and SciPy, necessary for more 
advanced automation and to store and interpret results. NumPy adds support for specific scientific 
computing tools, including multi-dimensional array objects. The SciPy library contains efficient 
numerical routines, including those for numerical integration and optimization. Libraries and packages 
are some of the most powerful tools for getting the most from Python development.

Python programming challenges

Python is a great tool for script development, but test engineers should also know its limitations. 
Python’s biggest drawback is its overall performance. As an interpreted language, Python will always 
be slower than a compiled language like C#. This can be an issue in performance-critical tasks where 
speed is important. Another drawback of interpreted code is that the compiler does not check for 
broken code. Developers must put more effort into testing Python code using unit, system, and 
integration tests before introducing it in into a production environment.

Challenges of Python for test engineering

1. Slower speeds in performance-critical areas

2. Lack of compiler

3. Run-time errors

4. Too basic
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Python data objects are dynamically typed and interpreted, which makes it easy to set up small 
projects. However, this advantage can become challenging when a project grows larger. Finally, 
while Python offers libraries for GUI design, C# and .NET are often seen as the best in this category, 
especially when developing under Windows.

Overcoming Challenges by Integrating 
with Other Languages
Python shortcomings can be resolved by integrating with other languages. This combines the 
scriptwriting benefits of Python with the strength and speed of other languages. Test teams can 
develop automated test scripts in Python while keeping performance critical and device specific 
driver code in languages such as C#. This is accomplished using tools like Pythonnet, a package that 
integrates Python into .NET code.

The .NET framework runtime environment is called common language runtime (CLR), and it is 
responsible for the execution of .NET programs. Pythonnet lets programmers add Python code into 
.NET applications, and interact with the .NET CLR environment in a seamless fashion. IronPython offers 
tighter, interpreted integration with .NET, but sacrifices speed vs Pythonnet. Figure 3 shows how 
IronPython is used to program Windows forms and buttons using Python. The CLR imports into the 
project with the desired reference form.

It’s also important to understand that integration is not just limited to Python and .NET. Most popular 
programming languages have support for Python integration. Python is a good choice for gluing 
windows programming languages together due to its cross-platform support, middleware products, 
and object-oriented style with dynamic typing/binding. Another integration tool, Jython, exists for 
similar integration with the Java platform. It is essential for developers to chose a language that best 
fits their needs, and understand the integration opportunities that accompany it.
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Figure 3. Windows forms can be programmed in Python using IronPython 3

“Python for .NET is a package that gives Python programmers nearly seamless 
integration with the .NET Common Language Runtime (CLR) and provides a powerful 
application scripting tool for .NET developers. It allows Python code to interact with the 
CLR and may also be used to embed Python into a .NET application.”

Pythonnet homepage
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Testing using Python

In this real-world example, we examine how test engineers use Python in combination with existing 
test programs to create a new integrated, automated test. The increasing use of multi-mode devices 
in wireless communications has increased the need for multi-mode testing, where both Wi-Fi and 
cellular environments are tested simultaneously. Wi-Fi and cellular are increasingly used together on 
multi-mode devices, but historically, wireless networking devices were tested separately in either a 
Wi-Fi or a cellular environment.

Integrating multiple tests

Test engineers brought together two independently designed programs to create an integrated 
cellular and Wi-Fi emulation system that could be managed by a single automated test workflow. 
Using scripting, test engineers were able to bring these two systems together, even though they were 
not initially designed to integrate in a single test environment.

The solution was assembled as follows:

1. The first of the two products was coded entirely in C#.

2. The second leveraged Python for its advantages in automation script writing.

3. The test environment used the Pythonnet package to integrate the python code from the 
second product into the C# code base.

The resulting test tool is capable of validating multi-mode device behavior in a realistic unified RF 
environment.

Figure 4 shows a section of code for automatic configuration of the test equipment chassis, including 
setting the IP, the Wi-Fi slot, the AP channel, and more. The code excerpt is one of many Python files 
integrated into this solution. Test platforms often define pre-existing base classes that are used to 
create custom test steps with a shared framework.
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As shown in Figure 4, the defined “CompanyChassisConfiguration” class adopts or inherits 
“TestStep”. Once the test platform defines a base class, developers do not have to worry about the 
code architecture when creating their automated test programs. Inheritance allows the engineers to 
re-use code in the test platform without having to re-write it for each test, reducing the amount of 
time necessary to develop code for new tests.

The “Run” function takes over after the classes are defined. It calls the setup code, and then executes 
the desired test sequence. The test steps are completed, and the test script alerts the engineer if a 
test fails.

The Python file itself is short; the heavy lifting is performed by the engine programmed in C#. 
However, it was the added scripting, combined with the integration between Python and C#, which 
led to a single test platform for both Wi-Fi and cellular environments. The integration reduced test 
time, and delivered a more realistic and robust environment, improving test engineer productivity 
and quality of test.

Figure 4. An integrated wireless test platform, based on Python code combined with a C# engine
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Conclusion
Test automation helps companies remain competitive by accelerating product development cycles. It 
is essential for test teams and engineers to know how to code, and to know the best options available 
today for automated test development.

Many companies are turning to languages such as Python to simplify script writing. Python brings a 
variety of benefits. It is easy to learn, open source, and backed by powerful libraries. Its shortcomings 
can be overcome by integrating Python with compilers that offer faster runtime execution and more 
robust driver development environments, such as C#.

Test engineers must learn a programming language to embrace automation. Teams should look for a 
unified test platform with access to many programming language integrations to maximize their ability 
to automate and accelerate testing throughout the design and manufacturing cycles.
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